
A home for true 
independent music

ekhohub



Who are We?

Ekhohub empowers true independent artists while helping 
them build a global fan base without the control of major 
record labels. We provide an environment for the artist 
to have true independence to better connect with a larger 
audience while generating more revenue.



The only global platform that 
organically connect the artist to 
new and existing fans. Ekhohub is 
exclusively a one stop shop for the true 
independent artist.



Ekhohub Distribution And Partners

Smart TV Distribution
A TV is purchased and used for about an average of 10 years. Smart TVs are following that 
same trend across time.

Ekhohub World Wide
 Ekhohub content is here on its mobile-enhanced website. Anyone can access Ekhohub 
content on any device with an internet browser as well as on EnLive Smart TV Apps globally 
on Smart TVs which is more than 400 Million+ Smart TVs worldwide.

Roku
Roku now has over 30.5 million active accounts. With and added 1.4 million net accounts 
in the last quarter of 2020. Viewers streamed over 500 million more hours in Q2, for 9.4 
billion hours total.

Enlive TV Apps Publishing
 Enlive TV is an IPTV company. Enlive TV Apps is a partner of Ekhohub with distribution 
across more than 400 Million+ smart TVs and a mobile app in the Google Play Store. 
ENLIVE Smart TV Apps are published on 120+ smart TV models.

Samsung Smart Hub 
Samsung Smart Hub is the Samsung Operating system for their smart TVs which is published 
on more than 80 Million Samsung Smart TVs worldwide.
 



VIZIO TV 
VIZIO Co-stars and VIZIO Smart TVs published the Yahoo Connected TV platform and then 
modified into their own branded Smart TV operating System published on more than 10M+ 
Smart TVs
 
Yahoo Connected TV
Yahoo Connected TV – Is the first smart TV operating system published across more than 100 
smart TV models and 50+ brands around the world. It has reached more than 300 Million+ 
Smart TVs in use worldwide in all brands of smart TVs. This is the oldest and most used smart 
TV operating system around the world.
 

Google TV- Android 
Google TV is a Smart App operating system published across multiple types of devices and 
Smart TVs. It reached more than 10 Million+ devices.



Empowerment

Benefits of empowering 
the artist and fans:

Viewers 
can play 
music from 
individual 
artists.

Viewers 
can watch 
videos for 
free.

Video

Artists 
will get to 
keep more 
of their 
revenue 
from album 
and single 
sales.

Revenue

ekhohub 
will help the 
artist get 
maximum 
exposure 
that would 
place them 
in global 
distribution.

Exposure The FansMusic

With 
ekhohub, 
independent 
artists will 
grow and 
connect 
with their 
audience.



Website:
http://www.ekhohub.com

Contact:
info@ekhohub.com

Contact and Info


